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In the current work AA2024 alloy has been reinforced with alumina nano
ano particles using friction stir
processing with three multiple passes. The heat generated during FSP is varied depend on the processing parameters
speeds, a furthermore number of passes. Defects arise through all fabrication process have been detected by
macroscopic examination. The result revealed that multi
multi-pass
pass FSP improves the surface composite homogeneity
though dispersion of Al2O3 nano particles in the metal matrix composite.
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Introduction
Friction stir processing is considered the most advanced
technique used to develop modified surfaces. The process
controlled by processing parameters such as tool rotation speed,
travel speed, tool shaped design, tool tilt angle and numbers of
passes are performed [1-3].
]. Processing parameters control the
amount of heat generated in the specimen, the interaction between
the rotating tool and specimen generates heat due to friction action
and plastic deformation. Insufficient heat input or inadequate/
improperr plastic flow causes many Defects such as the tunnel,
cavities and pinholes could form during friction stir processing [4].
Many researchers have discussed the relation between the process
parameters and the quality of processed metals according to[
to[59].The
he heat generated in Stirring Zone effect on material flow and
consequently, affects the mechanical and tribological properties
[10]. The heat-generated
generated process is one of the most important
aspects of the FSP investigation. The study and understanding of
the
he heat transfer process can be useful in evaluating and predict
the thermal cycles of the processed surfaces [11]. There are a few
published mathematical and analytical models with the different
approach are calculating and evaluating the amount of heat
generated during FSW and FSP [12-15].

develop a surface composite layer. The chemical composition of
the as-received material is given in Table 1.
Table 1: Chemical composition of the as received AA2024 alloy (weight %)
Element

%

Cu

Mg

Mn

Zn

Fe

Si

Pb

Sn

Al

4.89 1.45

0.62

0.16

0.12

0.11

0.02

0.01

remain

Material preparation
The base metal sheets are prepared into square plates
(150mm*150 mm) then, three Straight grooves with 5mm width
and 2mm thickness, have been machined in each plate using
milling machine (Bridgeport Vertical Milling Machine). Nano
particles Al2O3 with 30 nanometer average diameter been filled
in the base metal grooves. The milling machine is adapted for the
FSP experiments. The fabrication process on the surface is shown
in Fig. 1.

The main aims of the current work is to investigate the Effect
of processing parameters on the defects formed during friction stir
processing AA2024-Al2O3
Al2O3 metal matrix Nano composite surface,
Moreover the study the effect of processing parameters on the heat
generation that influence on the quality of the fabricated surface
composite metal.

Experimental
In the current study, the base material hass been used is AA
2024-Osheets with 4 mm thickness are fabricated with
Al2O3nanoparticles using friction stir processing in order to
Figure1: Surface composite fabrication process using FSP technique
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Temperature measurement
The temperature during friction stir processing was measured
using a thermal camera (FlukeTIS10) in order to record the
maximum temperature in different processing conditions as shown
in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Temeperature mesurement during FSP using thermal camera

Macro structure preparation and examination
The samples are prepared to macrostructure examination which,
grinding using (Metasery Grinder 2000) machine then etched with
classical Keller's reagent (2 ml HF(48%) + 6 ml HNO3+ 91 ml
distilled water) at room temperature until desired contrast is
obtained. Macrostructure analysis is performed to understand the
influences caused by the process parameters. The surfaces of
specimens are scanned using high-resolution scanning 2400 dpi
(hp scan jet 300) in order to examine the shape of processed zone
during FSP.

Results and Discussion
During FSP, the heat generated by the friction and stirring
action causes the materials flow around the tool pin, and therefore
it considered the main factor that affects the formation of defects.
Regarding the pervious investigators, [16-17].The three defects are
formed during FSP. First, tunnels or groove that produced due to
insufficient heat input. Second, a large mass of flash to be ejected
outside the stirring zone. Third, pin hole and cavities formed due
to a non-uniform temperature distribution and discontinuous
material flow, so that the processing parameters are responsible for
identifying the processing conditions with defect free.

Thus can be attributed to the alumina Nano particles in the first
pass cannot be dispersed homogenously in the first pass. It is
observed that in the first pass formation of flashes that ejected
outside the stirring zone, this is attributed to low heat input and
low frictional heat and plasticized metal produced during the
process as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4:Mass flash formation during FSP first pass

Increasing traverse speed leads to a decrease in the size of the
nugget zone and increase the roughness of the surface and the
amount of the material removed increase (flashes). Figure 5 shows
the relation between travel speed and heat generated during FSP
through different four-tool rotation speed. Higher rotation speed
with higher travel speed produced unsuccessfully surfaces
composite as shown in Fig. 6, despite performed multi-pass
processing surface. Figure 7 shows the macrographs section in the
stirred zone, among the four-tool rotation speeds used to fabricate
the surface composite. The rotation speeds of 900 rpm and 1120
rpm are produced defect-free surface in the second and third pass.
At higher speed such as 1400 rpm and 1800 rpm, the defects
appear lower volume with increasing number of passes, but still
having defects in most processed passes that marked in red
circular.

Effect of processing parameters
Increasing the rotational speed leads to an excessive heat input
inside the nugget zone, so that it has became wider and flatter. A
large amount of frictional and plastic-work heat is produced and
because of easy material flow, a bigger nugget is formed. The first
pass in all processing conditions has cavities, tunnels and grooves
along the processing path, as shown in the Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Longitudinal grooves and cavites formed in the FSP first pass
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Figure 5: Effect of processing prameter (rotation and travel) speeds on the
heat generation during FSP

Figure 6: Unscussfully FSPed samples at higher speed with multiple
passes 1800 rpm rotation speed at 10 mm/min travel speed
© 2017 Science IN. All rights reserved
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Figure 7: The macrographs section in the stirred zone at 10 mm/min travel
speed and different four rotation speeds three passes number during

Increasing travel-processing
processing speed causes a gradually improving
in the grain size refinement at the surface composite, due to
increasing the ratio (r) of travel speed to rotational speed.
Appearance of imperfections and defects were reduced at hi
higher
rotation speed in case of 1400 rpm and 1800 rpm with 20 mm/min
travel speed as shown in Fig. 8. The heat generation increasing
exponentially with respect to the ratio (r) according to the
empirical equation (1), driven from the measured data as shown in
Fig. 9. While decreasing the speeds ratio it causes an irregular
stirring action in the material flow, the results are consistent with
[18].

=

×

(1)

Where,
[Tmelt]is the melting point of base metal;

[r] Travel speed to rotation speed ratio ( ).

[b] Constant factor [0.05-0.06]

Figure 8: Defect free in the processed surface due to increasing the travel
speed for 20 mm/min and number of FSP passes

It is noted that through experiments, Al2O3 nanoparticles
anoparticles cannot
dispersed well in the first processing pass, although the very thick
surface appear homogenous, but small cavities found in lower
layer surface of matrix. Another observation, the reinforcement
particles can disperse well as the rotation speed not exceeds 1200
rpm. The heat generation (r) depends on the ratio between rotation
speed and linear processing speed; consequently, the defects arise
from insufficient heat generation required for homogenization the
nanoparticles with the base metal alloy during FSP..
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Figure 9:: Maximum temperature with respect to speed ratio ( / )

Conclusions
In this paper the stirring zone shape determine the historical
friction stir processing parameters.
 Heat generation during FSP has a maximum at lower traverse
speed with higher rotation speed.
 The number of pass play an important role in the dispersion
of alumina particles in the metal matrix during FSP
furthermore it cause a homogeneous surface composite.
 Increasing number of passes reduces
duces the defects formed in
the first pass. The optimum conditions to enable the Al2O3
nano particles to be dispersed well in the metal matrix surface
were observed at 900 rpm and 1120 rpm with 20 mm/min
travel speed.
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